DECORATED TRIADS: DIATONIC MAJOR KEY CLOSE 1ST INVERSIONS BY 2-1-0 MELODY

ASSIGNMENT: 1. Fill in the missing chord names at the 1st 3 chords on the page.
2. Compare the subtle differences inside groups on and between the different ex. 3 to 5.
3. Memorize one group of 4 chords at a time.

OPT: Do similar from bottom set 1st inv's
Assignment:
1) Fill in the missing chord names ala the first 3 chords on the page.
2) Compare the subtle differences inside of each example and between the different examples too.
3) Memorize one group of 4 chords at a time.

Optional: Do similar from bottom set 1st inversions.
DECORATED TRIADS: DIATONIC CLOSE 1ST INKS W/ 2 TO 1 MELODY

ASSIGNMENT:
1. Fill in the chord names & study one example at a time.
2. Compare the string crossing & fingerings differences.
3. Memorize at least 2 or 3 of the 4 examples.
Assignment:
1) Fill in the chord names (see example 1) and study one example at a time.
2) Compare the string crossing and fingering differences.
3) Memorize at least 2 or 3 of the four examples.
DECORATED TRUDS: Movz 2401 1st INV. STUDIES

Optional: Continue using B7g on the bottom 3 strings as the generator.
Optional: Continue using B/3 on the bottom 3 strings as the generator.